
Exposure Shooting Modes
 
What are shooting modes? Exposure shooting modes are modes which describe which of 
shutter speed and aperture you tell the camera, and which parts (the rest) that the camera is 
supposed to estimate on its own. In every case except manual, the camera works to try and 
make the image average out to a medium brightness.

Here are the four most common shooting modes.

 
 
While the descriptions here suggest you set the ISO, you can also select “auto ISO” to have the 
camera guess a value for that setting.  
 
Given that the first three modes all try and set a “middling” exposure, using these modes without 
any further adjustment can be hard when you are photographing a very light subject (like snow) 
or a very dark one (like basalt).  You can adjust the camera’s guess to produce a darker or 
brighter image by using a setting called exposure compensation. 
 
Think of the aperture-priority and shutter-priority modes as sort of a smart manual mode. Take a 
shot, and then if you need a brighter or darker image, dial in some exposure compensation, but 
you may not need to. It can be difficult to guess a good starting point when working in full 
manual. 
 
Finally, “P” is still slightly less automatic than the “green zone” found on many DSLRs. Use this 
“green zone” mode to have the camera act like a “point and shoot”, such as when you hand 
your camera to a friend to take a quick snapshot of you. 

Canon 
Abbreviation

Nikon 
Abbreviation

Full name What it does

P P Program You set an ISO, the camera selects 
an aperture and a shutter speed in 
an attempt to make the average 
brightness of the image “middling”

Av A Aperture-priority You set an aperture (f-stop) and an 
ISO, and the camera selects a 
shutter speed in an attempt to make 
the brightness of the image 
“middling”

Tv S Time-priority or Shutter-
priority

You set a shutter speed and an ISO, 
and the camera selects an aperture 
(f-stop) in an attempt to make the 
brightness of the image “middling”

M M Manual You specify everything, and the 
camera does nothing to try and 
control the overall brightness of the 
image.


